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Step 1: Needs Assessment 
General Topic: Customer Service for the customer loyalty program 

1. Who are the learners that you will be designing for? Include any learner characteristics that 

might affect the decisions you make regarding the development of an effective learning 

environment. These might include cognitive abilities, previous experiences, motivational 

interests, and personal learning styles. 

 Adult learners in a call center environment 

 Employees who have been with the company at least six months 

 General knowledge of the company, our products and services, our culture, and the 

customer loyalty program 

 Fully trained in Customer Service at the organization 

 Knowledgeable of basic computer use, including online reference materials 

 Primarily working class 

 Mostly Caucasian  

 English-speaking 

 

2. What is the instructional need you have identified? What can't the learners in Step 1 do 

related to your general topic that you want them to be able to do? 

 When handling customer calls regarding the loyalty program, explain to customers the 

procedures for performing self-service functions using the program website. 

 

3. What makes you think that the need can be addressed by instruction? 

Associates are already skilled at assisting customers with the loyalty program, but they currently 

have a mindset that emphasizes the “service” aspect (i.e. solving the problem for the customer), 

whereas the target behavior established by the organization is to provide customers with 

specific instructions on how to help themselves, with an ultimate business goal of reducing 

future calls. This need can be addressed by instruction because, if the associates achieve the 

instructional objective, they will accomplish a key organizational objective (Dick, Carey, & Carey, 

2009, p.26): reducing the number of customer calls specific to the loyalty program. 
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Based on the above information, describe your learning need. This should just be an organized 

summary of what you have already described above. This summary will become the first part of your 

Final Report. 

Background of the Need: The Customer Service Agents in the call center provide all sorts of customer 

service for customers who call. Regular reviews are performed by the organization to determine 

workflow management and to make workforce planning decisions. Every review indicates that, on 

average, about 40% of every Customer Service Agent’s daily talk time is spent on calls specifically related 

to the customer loyalty program. 55% of those calls involve issues that customers could resolve 

themselves if they had the necessary knowledge. Since every loyalty program call reduces the number of 

representatives available to assist other customers with actual Customer Service issues (such as orders 

and inquiries), the average hold time for customers increases, causing a decline in overall customer 

satisfaction and failing to meet key objectives regarding average customer hold time. 

The complete solution to this problem is not solely an instructional approach and will involve multiple 

components, which is common with organizational problems (Dick, Carey, & Carey, 2009, p.20); 

however, the instructional need is reflected in the summary below. 

Summary: This learning solution will be designed to equip Customer Service Agents with the knowledge 

and skills needed to discriminate between calls they should handle themselves and calls that should be 

escalated to specialists. The program will also equip Customer Service Agents to explain to customers 

how they can perform self-service on the program website, thus reducing the likelihood of future calls 

from the same customer with the same issue. The instruction will be designed for Customer Service 

Agents who have been with the company at least six months and who already have the requisite 

knowledge of customer service policies and procedures within the organization. 

During this program, learners will investigate the top loyalty program issues and questions that 

customers call about and will explore ways to go beyond helping customers in the immediate situation 

and move toward explaining to customers how to use the website to perform self-service.  Learners will 

gain skills in motivating and persuading others as they apply their knowledge to real-world scenarios and 

discover ways to accomplish their performance goals. The end result will be a reduction in the number 

of repeated calls, an increase in customer satisfaction through a reduction in average hold time for all 

callers, and more time for other, greater value-added job functions. 

 

Step 2: Goal Description & Goal Statement 
Answer the following questions related to the goal: 

1. Who are the learners that you want to accomplish your goal? 

Customer Service Agents with at least six months tenure 



2. What should the learners be able to do, perform, or accomplish? 

Explain to customers the procedures for performing self-service functions using the program 

website. 

3. In what context will they be attempting to accomplish it? 

Agents will work toward accomplishing the goal when answering Customer Service calls that are 

specific to the customer loyalty program. 

4. What tools will be available to them as they attempt to accomplish it? 

A number of tools will be available, including: 

 Job aids  

 Online reference materials that document the procedures for customer self-service 

 Loyalty program website 

 Computer 

 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software 

 Specialist Team 

 Supervisors & mentors 

 Headset 

 

5. How could you tell if they did accomplish it? 

Performance monitoring and quality assurance calls would demonstrate the agent’s mastery of 

the objective when the agent is observed explaining the documented procedures to the 

customer. Over time, assuming all other parameters are fairly constant, the percentage of call 

volume that involves issues that customers can resolve themselves should decline. 

 

 

Goal Statement: Given the customer self-service documentation in the online reference materials and a 

Customer Service call that involves any of the following requests specific to the customer loyalty 

program: 

 Reset password 

 Create a user profile 

 Check reward balance 

 Redeem rewards 

 Enter an adjustment 

Explain to the customer the procedures she/he can follow to resolve the issue herself/himself using the 

consumer website.  

Criteria: All self-service procedures related to the specific request must be explained to the customer. 

The customer must not be insulted or embarrassed. 
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